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About This Game

The Bottom of the Well
A visual novel where Alice steps into a different kind of wonderland.

In The Bottom of the Well, you play as Alice who has just had an unsettingly life-like dream about the end of the world. She
retells her experience to her friend in a huge, branching narrative. Although a single play-through might take as little as 20

minutes, experiencing all the possible paths Alice can take through the ruins of her city will take you many hours.

The game is intended to be replayed several times with different permutations of Alice: try playing as a survival-minded lone-
wolf, or a social butterfly, or why not attempt the difficult but rewarding romantic route? The stats you select for your Alice in

the beginning of the game influences everything from small comments to major choices.

This is an updated, reworked and improved version of my entry to the WAG (Write A Game) Challenge arranged by IGDA's
Game Writing SIG, where it placed first in the amateur category. The jury had this to say:

- WINNER: THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL
The Bottom of The Well delivers an entertaining, branched story with interesting options. Alice's dream is genuinely terrifying.

The conversations feel natural and appropriate. Players can randomize their character stats, but still negotiate the game with
deliberate and meaningful choices. The final game stats give The Bottom of the Well immense replay value. One judge played

the game several times to find the "best" ending!
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It is not as bad as some people claim. It is short and a bit of a grind, but the story is decent and the characters are mostly
memorable. It does feel incomplete, but it is worth the asking price of $2.99. A perfect value to gameplay ratio.. Played it, and
Liked it! Great alternative to SimCity4.. Asset flip.
Fake game.
Spam achievements.. This game SHATTERED my expectations. It is a BREAKOUT hit. ARKANOID.. It's a fun game, from
the era when Katamari Damacy was not on PC.

However, 1024x768 fixed fullscreen resolution won't cut it now.. literally does not start. Tookis and the booty biker boys made
my heart soar. A psychedlic romp where you make fast friends. The developer is a real kind dude too, and I think that comes
through in the game. I want a monster garden sequel! Where you can tend to your little homies day-in and day-out like Animal
Crossing.. Kind of a mess.

It's a little misleading when people compare this game to Bejeweled or Tetris in any sense that suggests it might be a "clone" of
one of those games. Yes, blocks drop in from the top of the screen and are arranged in a grid, but that just sets it in the same
genre as those other games. Several people have referred to the game as "Match-3" and that's an extremely far-reaching
interpretation of the term.

To be honest, I thought that the core mechanic of this game was actually pretty interesting at first: Clicking a block fires a little
energy stream, and the energy will travel to like-colored blocks a short distance away, continuing in a chain and redirecting
based on the direction of the arrows on the blocks as the energy arrives. If a chain includes 3 or more blocks, those blocks are
destroyed, points are scored, and there is potential for cascades. The player must manually rotate individual blocks in order to
specify the path of the energy stream; doing so before beginning the stream makes it easier to manage.

The problem is that it gets boring very quickly - or, more accurately, it fails to hold interest. It's not so much that it's boring to
play, but it's chaotic and it starts to feel very arbitrary . You scan the board, looking to determine which color of block has the
best potential for a big combo, then you start arranging your combo; all the while more blocks are being dropped in from the top
of the board. You fire off your stream, and it travels around over so much of the board that you can't really do much to set up
another color while this one is in progress, and you just hope that the rest of the blocks are already arranged in a way that will
give you a lucky cascade. As you get used to the game, you may get more adept at planning out deeper combos in advance,
which I suppose is what they refer to when they call this game "casual appeal, hardcore depth", but even if you're good, there's
an inherent clumsiness in clicking and dragging to change the direction of the arrows on these little tiles.

The game does offer a wide variety of variant modes and special blocks. I don't particularly enjoy most of them, but I
appreciate the work that went into adding them, and I like the fact that they can be used in conjunction with one another.
Unfortunately, it's very easy to make the game exponentially more chaotic in this way, especially considering the game has a
"randomizer" option that switches on any number of modes and special blocks.

Music and SFX are okay, but they get a little grating after a while. Many of the sounds that play are little jingles, and they can
be dissonant with the music depending on when they play. It's especially unpleasant when you set off several combos at once, as
it plays a separate instance of the SFX for each combo, all layering on top of each other along with the music. It's a bit much.
The art is okay, though the characters and creatures are a little on the grotesque side. Some of the background images are very
nice, but you don't really get a chance to pay attention to them while you're playing the game. One of the more jarring visual
elements comes when a level ends. A high-saturation color overlay is placed over the screen, either in green (for winning) or red
(for losing), along with some screenshake and little firework effects.

If you are at all concerned about your Steam achievement average, then I would skip this game entirely. You're almost
guaranteed an achievement your first session (there's one for winning and one for losing), and there are LOTS of achievements
that deal in long grinding and super high scores (100 million points in a single combo?). It's possible to set up a custom stage that
will just generate nonstop combos, if you don't want to play for hundreds of hours. Also be aware that even if you earn an
achievement, it won't be awarded to you until the level ends.

It's an interesting idea, but I don't think it's strong enough to stand on its own All the modifiers and custimization may add a
little novelty, but not enough to save it.. Amazing dlc. my favorite.. Really funny puzzel game. Game of life with more rules.
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Super!,
It only cost med 3\u20ac, almost nothing.
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Great game, Well worth the $3! Works really well with the oculus rift and doesn't require the use of Steam VR (My Steam VR
doesn't work, So any game that works without Mandatory SteamVR support is awesome!).

It's real fun and my nephews enjoy playing this game a lot!. I like this game. It's a short game & fun for me switch off to.
I'd love to more chapters added. so please suport the deveoplers.
Hey Game Devs, Thanthyou for making this game!

If any plans for more chapters to add the game that would be so cool !
Try it out to see if what u think.

A tost To Dev Team!
Hoosa!
. not a breakout clone - a great arcade game from a great tradition. Big Blow is BADASS. Aweful. Can't record anything
worthwhile. Shadowplay is better than this trash. First hings first. It says I have only 5 minutes into this game and that is not
true.
I have launched it through CMANO and I have well over 100h in this scenario alone.

Some missions have been hard and some easier.
There is a great variation in types of missions (ASW, AAW, ASuW).

If you are hesitating on getting CMANO then get this one.
If you already have CMANO, then still get this one !

I really enjoyed the final mission, the ending and the journey there.. This is a nice route. I recommend it for UP lovers. The
ES44AC is very improved. And the SD40-2 has a better horn. So does the ES44AC. It has realistic weather effects. It also has
more than one route for each train. I think its going to be in my Top 3 routes at #1. Its the best route ive ever had.
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